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1. “Sovereignty has always been a contested concept. It invites projections by its 

interpreters of their respective Weltanschauung, their world vision. Thus in the past, 

sovereignty has been described both as the locus of absolute power and of the right to go 

to war, as well as being the basis for the rule of law in interstate relations and the 

prohibition on going to war. Today, it is mainly the relationship between sovereignty and 

globalization which is being discussed. Should growing interdependence, which goes 

hand in hand with a disaggregation of the state and the rise of other international actors, 

in particular human beings …” Elucidate it highlighting the Indian legal system in this 

context.                                                                                                                 20 

 

2. Critically discuss the Indian Constitutional scheme to establish pluralism and to end the 

politics of exclusion in India                                                                                   20 

 

3. “Rule of Law is not merely to safeguard and advance civil and political rights of the 

individual in a free society, but also to establish social, economic, educational and 

cultural conditions under which his legitimate aspirations and human dignity may be 

realized.” Explain                                                                                                    20 

 

4. “Social change connotes a change in the society arising from different types of group 

activities, from modified inter-personal and inter-class relationships and from changed 

attitudes and approaches of people and government about governance, family and public 

life, economic processes and social outlook, as compared to their previous position”. – In 

view of above, critically discuss about the nexus in between Law and Social Change.   20 

                                   

5.  “In addition to resolving disputes between members of the community, should it have 

the power of judicial review in the exercise of which it can strike down not only 

executive orders and decisions but also laws passed by Parliament and legislatures and 

can restrict the power of amending the Constitution? How can five or seven or nine or 

thirteen or for that matter the entire court of 24 unelected judges, who are supposed to 

live in ivory towers quite out of tune with the urges and aspirations of the people, 

invalidate laws passed by the elected representatives of the people? Is this not 

undemocratic?” Critically put forward your view about the relevance of judicial review in 

Indian polity.                                                                                                         20 

6. Write short notes:              10+10 

I. Concept of Justice under Indian Constitution 

II. Judicial notions on Indian Federalism 


